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In-line spin-torque nano-oscillators in perpendicularly magnetized nanowires
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We propose a scheme for an in-line spin-torque nano-oscillator (iSTNO) composed of a single nanowire.
The oscillating element is an in-plane magnetized region of an otherwise out-of-plane magnetized nanowire,
which supports a spin-wave mode. Analytical exploration reveals that the nonadiabatic spin-transfer torque can
cancel out the damping and thus induce sustained precession in response to a direct current. Moreover, it predicts
that the frequency scales linearly with current and that the wave vector depends only on geometry. Simulations
with single iSTNO cells confirm that oscillations occur, and simulations with two iSTNO cells show that they
frequency lock to each other roughly in antiphase, even with mismatches in geometry. iSTNO devices can be
easily fabricated by irradiating regions of a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy nanowire with ions, do not require
an external field, inherently support multiple iSTNOs, and thus form an attractive alternative STNO.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.014435

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the envisioned applications accompanying the
discovery of spin-transfer torque (STT) [1] was sustained
precession of a magnetic layer induced by spin-polarized direct
current; the prediction has resulted in the emergence of the
field of spin-torque nano-oscillators (STNOs) as an active area
of spintronics research, with applications in communications,
for example. Typically, STNOs comprise two magnetic layers
separated by a nonmagnetic layer. Electrons in a direct current
between the layers become spin polarized by the magnetic
layer that has fixed magnetization, and they deposit their spin
angular momentum in the other magnetic layer, exerting a
torque on its free magnetization. Given large enough current,
the STT can offset the inherent damping of the free layer
moment’s precession around an applied magnetic field and
thus induce sustained oscillation. Because of giant or tunnel
magnetoresistance exhibited by the multilayer, the oscillation
of the free layer moment relative to the fixed layer moment
translates into an oscillating voltage that typically lies in the
microwave (GHz) range.

STNOs have the potential to replace complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-based oscillators in communi-
cation applications for reasons that include their small size
and ready tunability by current and applied magnetic field.
However, obstacles to their application include their low output
power as well as their need for a large applied magnetic field.
Some alternative geometries [2] address the latter, but they
carry fabrication challenges. Methods to increase STNO power
output include higher magnetoresistance and larger precession
angle within magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) or nanocontact
(NC) STNOs, or by turning to vortex (V) STNOs, but practical
devices will nevertheless likely require synchronization of
multiple STNOs to achieve useful power outputs. To date,
only three NC STNOs [3,4] and four V STNOs [5] have been
shown to oscillate coherently.

We present an alternative geometry of STNOs: the in-line
STNO (iSTNO), where in-plane–anisotropy regions (cells)
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of an otherwise out-of-plane magnetized nanowire oscillate
in response to a direct current. The device does not need
an external magnetic field, extension to multiple coupled
cells is built in, and fabrication is simpler than conventional
STNOs. In this paper, we introduce the concept of the iSTNO,
present an analytical model to explain its operation and make
predictions, and show simulation results of one- and two-cell
devices.

II. CONCEPT

The geometry of a single iSTNO starts with a magnetic
nanowire with a thin rectangular cross section [see Fig. 1(a)]. It
should have perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) so that
the magnetization points out of plane (oop), except for a small
region—a short longitudinal stretch of nanowire—without
PMA. This “cell” constitutes the active iSTNO region. Here
competition between in-plane shape anisotropy and exchange
energy leaves the magnetization canted between the in-plane
and out-of-plane directions. Simply sourcing a current through
the nanowire introduces the necessary STT inside the cell. This
excites a spin wave traveling along the nanowire length, made
up of spins precessing around the out-of-plane direction. Since
the wavelength typically exceeds the cell length, the average
magnetization throughout the cell precesses with considerable
amplitude, forming a magnetic oscillator.

The nanowire naturally supports multiple STNOs by having
several no-PMA regions along the nanowire, separated by
a short stretch of PMA nanowire [see Fig. 1(c)]. Moreover,
the cells automatically couple to their neighbors through a
combination of spin-wave and magnetostatic interactions; this
means that they phase lock, forming a synchronized array of
STNOs, which generally leads to amplified signal and reduced
linewidth [6,7].

Notably, the iSTNO does not require an external magnetic
field because the cells’ magnetization precesses around a
built-in field: magnetostatic fields from the PMA regions
accumulate to a field across each cell that is antiparallel to
the PMA magnetization.

To implement the scheme in practice, one would pattern
nanowires from a PMA material such as Co/Ni bilayers [8] that
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the in-line spin-torque nano-oscillator
(iSTNO). A region without PMA of an otherwise PMA nanowire
precesses in response to direct current, around magnetostatic field
lines from the out-of-plane regions. A spectrum analyzer measures the
oscillation through a bias tee. (b) Geometry of the analytical model.
Only the in-plane region is considered, and a one-dimensional spin
wave is taken as ansatz. (c) Snapshots of a half period of oscillation
of two iSTNOs. The PMA nanowire (here with cross section
60 × 1 nm2) has regions (here, 40 nm long; dotted lines) without
out-of-plane anisotropy. Color denotes the transverse component
of magnetization, and the line in the fourth image depicts the z

component of (unit) magnetization averaged across the cross section.
Note that the cells are synchronized nearly in antiphase.

are a few nm thick and a few tens of nm wide. Regions of the
nanowire, which are a few tens of nm long, can be stripped of
their PMA using ion irradiation, either by a focused ion beam
[9] or by irradiating through patterned resist [10]; the correct
dose of ion irradiation destroys most of the magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy while leaving most of the magnetization
intact. The method extends trivially to multiple STNOs.
Contacts on either end of the nanowire establish the current
source.

The contacts doubly serve as output: through the anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) effect, the resistance across the cell
oscillates [at double the STNO frequency since the resistance
change δρ ∝ m2

x ∝ cos2(ωt)], which with a constant current
translates into an oscillating voltage that can be separated from
the source current through a bias tee.

III. ANALYTICAL MODEL

To explain the oscillation in the iSTNO geometry and to
understand how to tune the oscillation frequency, we start with
a model that reduces the system to just the iSTNO cell: a single
thin rectangular prism without PMA [see Fig. 1(b)]. That is,
the PMA regions no longer adjoin the STNO cell, so there
is no 90◦ domain wall, and the perpendicular magnetization
component mz is uniform across the cell. The PMA region’s
role as the source of magnetostatic field is included in the
model in the perpendicular component of the dipolar field.

The other starting point is the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
(LLG) equation with STT terms, for one-dimensional unit
magnetization m(x,t) and current in the x direction:

dm
dt

= −|γ |m × Heff + αm × dm
dt

− u
dm
dx

+ βum × dm
dx

,

(1)

with γ the gyromagnetic ratio, α the Gilbert damping constant,
u the adiabatic STT magnitude, and β the nonadiabatic STT
term. Furthermore, u relates directly to current density j by

u = gμBP

2|e|Ms

j, (2)

with g the Landé factor, μB the Bohr magneton, P the electron
polarization, e the electron charge, and Ms the saturation
magnetization. Heff includes the effective exchange field and
dipolar field,

Heff = Hexch + Hdip = 2A

μ0M2
s

d2m
dx2

+ Hdip, (3)

where A is the exchange stiffness and Hdip is further discussed
below.

As ansatz for m, we take the profile of a one-dimensional
spin wave traveling in the wire direction x̂, its spins precessing
with amplitude ρ around the out-of-plane direction ẑ:

m(x,t) =
⎛
⎝ ρ cos (kx − ωt)

ρ sin (kx − ωt)√
1 − ρ2

⎞
⎠. (4)

After m [Eq. (4)] is substituted into the LLG equation (1),
analysis of the resulting terms on the right side of the equation
reveals the presence of all ingredients of an auto-oscillator
[11], namely, (i) an effective field around which to precess,
(ii) natural damping, and, most distinctively, (iii) opposition to
this damping, or antidamping. The field from the PMA regions,
adiabatic STT term, and exchange all produce terms parallel to
dm/dt (the direction of precession), resembling an oop field
around which the magnetization can revolve (i), and the usual
damping term αm × dm/dt (ii) tends to reduce that precession
in favor of alignment with Heff . Crucially, the nonadiabatic
term, βum × dm/dx, evaluates to a vector antiparallel to the
damping (iii), away from Heff ; with large enough current, this
term offsets the natural damping and the system undergoes
sustained oscillation.

The dipolar field Hdip [Eq. (3)] helps to determine the fre-
quency, critical current, and amplitude, but, as usual, it eludes
a simple form and necessitates approximation and numerical
evaluation. Here two consequences of the cell’s membership
of the full nanowire system are taken into consideration:
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(a) the PMA regions’ magnetostatic field contributes to the
total dipole field, and (b) the spin wave is not strongly pinned
at the longitudinal cell boundaries, so free boundary conditions
are assumed.

The z component of the dipolar field within the cell, Hdip,z,
consists of contributions from the PMA regions (HPMA) and
the cell itself (−MsNzmz). It can be modeled as uniform using
formulas for rectangular prisms [12,13]. When compared
with the true Hdip,z as calculated using a magnetostatic
Green’s function [14], the uniform assumption holds up well
everywhere in the cell except at the edges, as shown in Fig. 5.

For a suitable approximation of the x and y components
of Hdip, we take the dipolar field of a spin wave extending in
an infinite wire, crop this to a finite cell, and correct the pro-
portionality factor by comparing it to the x and y components
of the true dipolar field. In an infinite wire, given the one-
dimensional magnetization profile mx ∝ cos (kx − ωt) and
my ∝ sin (kx − ωt) as in Eq. (4), the x and y components of the
one-dimensional dipolar field are themselves traveling waves,
exactly represented by Hdip,x(x) ∝ mx and Hdip,y(x) ∝ my . In
the finite cell, we use these expressions to approximate the
dipolar field.

The proportionality factors are chosen to best approximate
the true dipolar field within the finite cell over an oscillation
period, and they depend on k (see Appendix for details).
Thus, we write Hdip,x(x) = −MsNx(k)mx(x) and Hdip,y(x) =
−MsNy(k)my(x). For k = 0, these expressions reproduce
the average self-magnetostatic field of a uniformly magne-
tized rectangular prism [13]. As k → ∞, Nx(k) → 1 and
Ny(k) → 0.

Just as the Hdip,z, this approximation for Hdip,x and Hdip,y

works well away from the edges, as shown in Fig. 5. The
accuracy also varies throughout an oscillation period, but this
is significant only for values of k around π/L, where L is the
length of the cell along the x direction. Including a correction
for this into Hdip,x and Hdip,y is possible, but is too much detail
for the model to be able to still make predictions.

In total, the dipolar field is modeled as

Hdip(x) = −Ms

⎛
⎝ Nx(k)

Ny(k)
Nz

⎞
⎠ ◦ m(x) − HPMAẑ, (5)

where ◦ denotes elementwise multiplication.
The expression for Hsm [Eq. (5)] completes the substitutions

to the LLG equation (1). After simplifying, it leaves three
linear relations (one for each component) with cos (kx − ωt),
sin (kx − ωt), and sin (kx − ωt) cos (kx − ωt) terms. To make
the equation valid for all t , the coefficients of these terms are
set to zero, and we find that the following relations must hold:

Nx(k) = Ny(k), (6)

ω = β

α
ku. (7)

The first determines the wave number k and states that it
depends only on the geometry of the cell. It also requires
that the cell be wider than it is long. The second expresses
the dispersion relation of the system and reveals that current
linearly tunes the frequency.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We used the OOMMF micromagnetic simulator [15] to
confirm that iSTNO cells oscillate and to determine the effect
on frequency and critical current of various parameters, such
as cell dimensions, α, and β. For simulations of nanowires
with single cells, cell length varied from 20 to 60 nm, wire
width 20–60 nm, wire thickness 1–5 nm, α spanned 0.01–0.05,
and β spanned 0–0.04. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy
transitioned abruptly from 3.5 × 105 J/m3 in the PMA regions
to 0 in the cells. In addition, the simulations included a small
field consisting of randomly oriented vectors of magnitude,
usually 80 A/m at each point in the mesh throughout the
nanowire to break symmetry and represent inhomogeneities,
and their magnitude also varied by a decade each direction to
evaluate their influence on performance. The current applied
to the wire increased stepwise.

Simulations successfully demonstrate the anticipated be-
havior of the iSTNO cell: above a critical current, an ap-
proximately one-dimensional spin wave appears in each cell;
Fig. 1(c) shows snapshots of a simulation with two cells during
their oscillation. The magnetization profile matches Eq. (4)
with only the substitution ρ → ρ(x); the line in the fourth
image of Fig. 1(c) shows that mz deviates from uniformity.

Figure 2 shows a typical power spectrum of a simulation
of a nanowire with a single cell, where the current density
increases from j = 1 to 25 × 1012 A/m2. Two spectra at each
current correspond to the average mx and my averaged over
the cell; note that they coincide for currents where oscillation
occurs. For the shown configuration, i.e., a cell of dimensions
40 × 60 × 1 nm3 with α = 0.04 and β = 0.04, we find that
frequency increases linearly with current, and this is true for
almost all simulations where oscillations occur, some of which
are detailed in the inset of Fig. 2. Simulations where β = 0 did
not oscillate, as prohibited by the analytical model. The critical
current does not depend on various parameters in a simple way,
although the lowest currents—down to 4 × 1012 A/m2—are
found in simulations where β = 0.04 and α = 0.01.

The second claim—of automatic coupling and synchro-
nization of multiple iSTNO cells on one nanowire—also
comes under test through simulation, quite simply by setting
the PMA of a second region to 0. Additional parameters
come into play: the spacing between cells and the mismatch
between the cell lengths. We observe whether oscillation
and synchronization are sensitive to differences between the
STNOs’ dimensions and corresponding natural frequencies.
Recall that the snapshots in Fig. 1(c) feature two cells
oscillating together nearly in antiphase. Indeed, when a
second cell, with slightly different length, is added in the
configuration of Fig. 2, spectra of mx and my for both cells
coincide up to a certain current, above which they decouple
(Fig. 3).

The cell lengths of the shown configuration are actu-
ally mismatched by 10%—they are 40 and 44 nm long,
respectively—and separated by 50 nm PMA region. In fact,
coupled oscillations were observed for all simulations, with
the second cell length varying from 36–44 nm and the
spacing from 20–80 nm, attesting to the robustness of the
coupling mechanism, although they decoupled at high currents
with large separations (see inset of Fig. 3). Moreover, both
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FIG. 2. Typical simulation result: spectra of oscillations of an
STNO cell of dimensions 40 × 60 × 1 nm3, with α = 0.04 and
β = 0.04. Spectra are taken from the average mx and my across
the cell. The inset shows frequency vs current density for a selection
of simulations: “1”: (bold) same parameters; “2”: 60 × 60 × 5 nm3,
α = 0.02, β = 0.04; “3”: 20 × 60 × 5, 0.05, 0.04; “4”: 20 × 60 × 5,
0.01, 0.04; “5”: 20 × 40 × 5, 0.05, 0.04; and “6”: 20 × 60 × 1, 0.05,
0.04.

cells oscillate with slightly higher power than their single-
cell counterpart. Finally, the phase difference between the
oscillations in this case depends linearly on current. This
is because the spin wave extends through the PMA region
(even though the amplitude there is nearly 0) and the wave
number has a linear relation to current. That said, the phase
difference tends to stay within π/2 and 3π/2 for all tested
configurations with various cell lengths and separations that
are �50 nm over the range of currents at which oscillations
occur, staying much closer to π in some cases even. This may
imply dipolar coupling between cells, specifically favoring the
configuration where the average magnetizations of the two
cells are in the +y and −y directions, respectively. However,
dipolar coupling promotes different phase differences at every
point during the cells’ oscillations, for example the zero phase
difference between simultaneous +x and +x magnetizations
(also −x and −x), but it appears that the +y and −y coupling
dominates. In short, the phase difference likely arises from a
combination of spin-wave continuation and dipolar coupling,
but further research should determine the exact mechanism.
Since coupling has considerable range (evident from frequency
locking at large separations), coupling between nonadjacent
cells must also be considered, but whether it is significant and
constructive depends on the underlying mechanism.

FIG. 3. Simulation results of two iSTNO cells of dimensions
40 × 60 × 1 nm (solid lines) and 44 × 60 × 1 nm (dotted lines, offset
for clarity), separated by 50 nm, with α = 0.04 and β = 0.04. Their
oscillations are coupled. The inset shows the occurrence of successful
oscillation (the single-cell result is provided for comparison).

V. DISCUSSION

We test the accuracy of the model described in Sec. III by
extracting the frequency and wave numbers of the spin waves
from simulation iSTNO cells and comparing them against
predictions by Eqs. (6) and (7). Starting with the dispersion
[Eq. (7)], Fig. 4(a) displays the wave number versus frequency
from simulations with various parameters and currents, and
the inset details this for some values of α. Strong agreement
of the data with the lines in the figure, which represent Eq. (7),
verifies the dispersion predicted by the model.

From a glance at the wave numbers extracted from
simulations by themselves, however, it appears that they vary
approximately linearly with current [see Fig. 4(b)], in sharp
contrast to the prediction that they should depend only on the
cell geometry [Eq. (6)]. In fact, there is no solution to Eq. (6)
if the cell is wider than it is long, whereas some geometries
with this condition oscillate nonetheless [e.g., curves “3” and
“6” in Fig. 4(b)]. Here, the limitation of the simplicity of
the model appears: the domain walls between the PMA and
no-PMA regions, neglected in the model, play an important
role in determining the wave number (and thus the frequency.)
For one, the spin wave can extend throughout the domain wall,
i.e., beyond the cell’s edges, effectively lengthening the cell,
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current for selected simulations. Dotted lines represent the prediction
[Eq. (6)].

countering the aforementioned condition that disqualified a
solution for the wave number. Furthermore, since dmz/dx is no
longer 0, the terms in the LLG equation (1) containing dm/dx

gain additional character. The adiabatic STT term has the well-
known effect of propagating the domain walls [16], which in
the case of bound domain walls means they merely shift along
the nanowire. The nonadiabatic term has the more interesting
effect of rotating the magnetization counterclockwise in the
left domain wall and clockwise in the right one. Competing
against exchange and magnetostatic forces, this leads to a
phase difference across the cell, suggesting an avenue for a new
wave-number prediction. Moreover, since these terms depend
on u, this prediction would depend on current, consistent with
simulation results as in Fig. 4(b).

It turns out that the wave number depends on current, even if
the domain walls are removed from the simulation by consider-
ing only the no-PMA region. This exposes the limitation of the
approximation made for the self-magnetostatic field [Eq. (5)].
Because, in general, the wave number k � π/L, the finite size
of the cell causes considerable deviations, especially at the
cell’s edges (were k � π/L, the edge effects would become
negligible). The presence of a nonzero dmz/dx then introduces
similar effects as before, and notwithstanding the smaller
magnitude of dmz/dx, the much larger currents required
to oscillate a lone cell render the whole nonadiabatic term
βum × dm/dx quite relevant. The higher currents necessary
in the absence of PMA regions furthermore suggest that the
domain walls also serve to reduce the critical current, either
by priming the phase difference across the cell as previously
explained or by precession of the domain wall itself [17].

As a final note, the random field introduced some variance
in the wave vector for some configurations and currents [see
error bars in Fig. 4(b)]. On the other hand, the frequency and
critical current are not affected, suggesting that the oscillations
are resistant to inhomogeneities or, in other words, are not
limited to ideal conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented an alternative geometry for a spin-
torque nano-oscillator, where the active elements are in-plane
magnetized regions of an otherwise out-of-plane magnetized
nanowire, and have shown simulation results that confirm
oscillations in these cells. Multiple cells oscillate in coupled
fashion, resistant to size mismatches. A theoretical model
based on a spin wave in solely the in-plane region cor-
rectly identifies the dispersion relation that simulations also
produced. Despite some of the model’s assumptions, such
as uniform amplitude, uniform field from the out-of-plane
regions, and an approximation for the self-magnetostatic field,
it correctly derives the wave vector’s order of magnitude but
misses its current dependence.

Section II touched upon fabrication and circuitry of a
physical iSTNO device. Experiments are in progress to
demonstrate the phenomenon in real nanowires, but some
challenges need to be addressed. First, the required current
densities in simulation in most cases equate to a few mA of
current, comparable to the breaking threshold of the nanowires,
so experiments are limited to parameters with the lowest
critical currents. Although several parameters were varied
during the simulation study, a thorough exploration of the
parameter space is left for further research. Generally, the
simulations that produced the highest amplitude oscillations
with the lowest critical current densities had a large difference
between anisotropy constants of the PMA and oscillation
regions, a very thin wire, and a high value of the nonadiabatic
parameter β. The latter reflects the analytical result that
the nonadiabatic STT term in the LLG equation constitutes
antidamping necessary for the onset of oscillation.

Second, when testing single iSTNO and relying on AMR
as output, the resulting oscillating voltage is rather small [and
since the amplitude is proportional to sin(kL)/kL, it may
vanish entirely if kL is a multiple of π ]. However, we estimate
that the amplitude can be of the order of 10 μV, which is easily
discernible from noise on spectrum analyzers. Another method
to measure small oscillations is the spin-diode technique [18].
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As a final note, the analytical model discards the out-of-
plane section of the nanowire and mimics its magnetostatic
contribution by an equivalent field, so the iSTNO can al-
ternatively be built as magnetic in-plane sections within an
otherwise nonmagnetic nanowire subjected to an external
field. In fact, since the exchange and (approximately) the self-
magnetostatic fields appear in the equations as contributions
to the effective field, an external field may not be necessary in
some configurations. However, the required currents are much
higher, and fabrication of practical devices would come with
challenges not present in the PMA-nanowire-based iSTNO.
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APPENDIX: DIPOLAR FIELD APPROXIMATION

In Sec. III, we presented an approximation of the dipolar
field that results from the magnetization profile given by

m(x,t) =
⎛
⎝ρ cos(kx − ωt)

ρ sin(kx − ωt)√
1 − ρ2

⎞
⎠. (4 rep.)

The approximation reads

Hdip(x) = −Ms

⎛
⎝Nx(k)

Ny(k)
Nz

⎞
⎠ ◦ m(x) − HPMAẑ, (5 rep.)

where ◦ denotes elementwise multiplication. Here we compare
this with the true dipolar field, as calculated using magne-
tostatic Green’s functions [14]. As a sample case, we take
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FIG. 5. True dipolar field (solid lines) and its approximation (dashed lines) for a rectangular element of size 40 × 60 × 1 nm3 carrying a
spin-wave magnetization profile with wave vector 0.06 nm−1. The top plots show lineouts of Hdip,z along x = 0 and y = 0, averaged over the
out-of-plane coordinate z. The bottom plots show Hdip,x(x) and Hdip,y(x), averaged over y and z.
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a 40 × 60 × 1 nm3 cell oscillating with k = 0.06 nm−1 and
ρ = 0.95, as in Figs. 1(c) and 2.

The z component, Hdip,z, is modeled as uniform and sums
the contributions from the magnetization of the cell itself and
the PMA regions. We compare this with the true dipolar field
of a nanowire with magnetization inside the cell and fully out-
of-plane magnetization everywhere else. Lineouts of the true
and approximate dipolar field at x = 0 and y = 0 are plotted

in Fig. 5. Away from the edges, the uniform approximation is
justified.

The x and y approximations include factors Nx and Ny that
depend on k. They are calculated by extracting the coefficient
of cos (kx − ωt) or sin (kx − ωt) from the true dipolar field
averaged over the transverse and perpendicular coordinates
y and z, Hdip,true(x), and averaging over an oscillation
period:

N(k) = − 1

ρ2Ms

1

2π/ω

∫ 2π/ω

0

2

L

∫ L/2

−L/2
Hdip,true(x) ◦ m(x)dxdt, (A1)

for N(k) = [Nx(k),Ny(k)].
Figure 5 shows the approximations as well as the true

dipolar field. Hdip,y matches the true field except near the
edges. Hdip,x underestimates the true field at parts of an
oscillation period, but overestimates it at other times so that the
amplitude averages correctly. At the edges, Hdip,x and Hdip,y

neglect the pinning at the longitudinal edges of the rectangular
element, but free boundary conditions do reflect the behavior in
the system we are modeling, i.e., a cell lifted from a nanowire.

The approximations thus capture the oscillating nature in
time and space of the x and y components of the dipolar field,
but the accuracy varies throughout an oscillation. However,
since Hdip,x and Hdip,y are small compared with Hdip,z and
the other terms in the equation, this is negligible. In fact,
this approximation enables making a prediction of the wave
vector k, while a more detailed approximation would lead
to overdetermination and failure of the model to make
predictions.
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